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Carving out niches
Frank Napolitani, of EisnerAmper, reflects on the current trend of niche credit launches, and
the ability to serve those moving into the private credit market
Alt Credit Intelligence (ACI): What
is driving the flurry of niche credit
launches and will investor appetite
meet the supply?
Frank Napolitani (FN): In 2016, there was a
flurry of credit-focused hedge fund launches,
a result of the current supply and demand
imbalance due to decreased lending activity
from banks, regardless of the anticipated new
loan demands. Due to the increased regulatory requirements, and this lack of lending
ability from banks, hedge funds and private
equity funds are filling the void.
The increased demand for credit coupled with the underperformance of equity
hedge fund managers in the past few years
has yielded more of an appetite for less-liquid strategies, potentially garnering greater
returns, from investors.
These strategies may include, but are not
limited to, lending to private equity sponsors
for leveraged buyouts and stressed/distressed
corporate securities in both developed and
emerging markets, speciality financing of
art/antiquities, collateralised loan obligations, syndicated loans, commercial real
estate bridge loans, marketplace lending,
stressed/distressed mortgage-backed securities and more. Many of these strategies
provide an opportunity for double-digit (or
greater) returns, but require more patience
and a longer-term view from the investors,
including the ability to stomach short-term
volatility and a lack of liquidity to achieve
these returns.
Whether investor demand of these
less-liquid strategies will continue to meet
the supply of new managers is another question. The continued post-election run up of
the US equity markets and subsequent valuations, are not anticipated to continue, further
encouraging investment in credit managers.
Only time will tell.
ACI: What are the operational, logistical and legal challenges associated
with moving some of your product line
up the liquidity spectrum with longer
lock-ups?

FN: As outlined before, many of the niche
credit strategies provide an opportunity for
double-digit (or greater) returns, but require
more patience and a longer-term view from
the investors. As these funds are being constructed, there needs to be an asset/liability
match between the underlying liquidity of the
securities and the liquidity provided to the
fund investors.
Policies instituted by many hedge fund
managers during 2008, such as suspending
redemptions and putting up gates, forced
investors to demand for greater liquidity,
which is here to stay. Prior to 2008, a very high
percentage of hedge funds had a hard lock-up
of at least one year. Post 2008, the concept of a
‘soft lock-up’ where a penalty (e.g. 2%-4%) was
imposed upon the redeeming limited partner

ACI: Is there enough operational and
PM talent to satisfy the growing number of firms moving into private credit?
FN: This is a question across the board. The
number of hedge funds is at a record high –
and the key is to have a unique service offering.
Equity managers face the same challenge – is
there enough PM talent to be successful?
This will be decided in the coming years
as these firms grow into mature operators or
shutter their doors. Given the size of the private credit market from existing hedge fund
and private equity firms, there are plenty of
talented investment and operational people to
fill the roles needed to support the continued
growth in the industry. However, which firms
will survive and thrive and which will falter, is
yet to be determined.

This investment in people, process and
technology is a reality with growing investment
firms and should be part of the strategic plan
among the firm’s C-suite”

if they chose to redeem prior to the determined time (typically the initial 12 months of
investment). The soft-lock penalty is payable
to the fund in order to offset any performance
slippage encountered from liquidating securities to honour the redemptions. This tactic
has gained traction and is now the standard
with most hedge fund managers.
Operationally, the fund manager will need
to have adequate front-, middle- and backoffice operational support/reporting along
with the legal/compliance infrastructure
needed to pass operational due diligence with
institutional investors, especially given the
increased length of the lock-up period when
assets are illiquid.
This investment in people, process and
technology is a reality with growing investment firms and should be part of the strategic
plan among the firm’s C-suite.
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ACI: What realistic options are available
to credit managers in terms of product
diversification: Ucits, ’40 Act, continually offered closed-end structure?
FN: By employing a respective asset/liability
match between the portfolio securities and
the liquidity offered to investors, the closedend structure seems to be the best suited
fund structure. Ucits and ’40 Act mutual fund
structures have been created to offer greater
liquidity often daily or weekly, and only
investment strategies that invest in securities
that best match these liquidity terms should
be included in these fund structures. 

Frank Napolitani is a director and
national head of business development
of the financial services practice at
EisnerAmper in New York.
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